Answer the below Questions. This will count as a quiz grade.
Make Sure Each Answer to The Question Meets the Three Sentence Minimum (Unless Otherwise Stated)
In Case the Above Link Fails, Copy and Paste the Below Title into Google.
Without the Quotation Marks
“Through My Eyes: My Bipolar Journey”

1. What do she and her father have in common?
2. What do you think it was like for her growing up with it, and with a parent who has bipolar disorder?
3. Now that we know a bit about bipolarism, what would you diagnose her father’s outbursts as?
4. What was it like for this person to live with bipolar disorder at an early age, what were some particular challenges she faced?
5. What impact did her father’s suicide have upon her? Needless to say, it was likely shocking.
6. What was her low point?
7. What were the major problems with her second marriage in 2012?
8. How might being bipolar have contributed to her ending up in such a relationship, everything is connected afterall?
9. How does she finally reach an understanding, and, to a certain extent a balance, with her “illness?” (4 Sentences)
10. Where is she at now with regards to her mental health and dealing with her bipolar disorder?

Person Creation
3 Paragraphs
Based off what you know about bipolar, and other, disorders, what do you think it is like to live with it. Not just the technical definitions, but specifically what you think a persons day to day life is like. What challenges might they face? Make sure to list what the person you create has before you add them and start to create the person.
Make sure to include at least four other disorders besides bipolar disorder, anxiety has multiple forms and so does depression.

List what you choose and their symptoms at the top of your three paragraphs. Yes, you can make this person as screwed up as you possibly can, but remember that the more a person has the more you are going to have to write about how their daily life is like because their day needs to be details.

Go ahead and give your person a name as well.